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Elson named new head football coach
'Big brother' comes
back to Western
BY JOSEPII LORD

Herald reporter
Jack Harbaugh wa~ Hilltopper
football's pappy.
Jimmy Feix, its granddaddy.
David Elson?
"It's like the big brother coming home," offensive coordinator
Willie Taggart said.
Elson, 31, wa~ introduced yesterday afternoon in Diddle Arena
as Western ·s new head footbal I
coach. He replaces Harbaugh,
who resigned Friday, after 14

years in the position.
The new coach was joined at
the press conference by his wife,
Kathy, and two daughters.
''Daddy's home for good,'' he
told his daughters at the
announcement.
Elson, the defensive coordinator and head rec1uiter on
Harbaugh ·s champ1onsh1p team
in 2002, left last month to become
safeties coach at West Virginia
University.
He becomes the second
youngest head football coach in
Division I football, Athletic
Director Woo<l Selig said.
Elson said he was shocked
Priday afternoon when he
found out that his old boss

had stepped down.
Seh3 and President Gar)
Ransdell met with the team and
coaches Friday after Harbaugh 's
sudden resignation.
Harbaugh wm; consulted
before a decision was made, but
he did not endorse a candidate,
Selig said.
Harbaugh was not at the
announcement and could not be
reached for conunent. He was
visiting family in Milwaukee,
Ransdell said.
About 18 prospects were contacted about Western 's job, Selig
said. The list included Taggait,
the ~ew England Patriots'
Romeo Crennel and the Oakland
Raiders' Jim Harbaugh, son of the

fonner coach.
Elson can1e to Bowling Green
over the weekend and interviewed for the job, Selig said.
Elson was the only candidate
offered the position.
''He had a very good interview," Ransdell said.
Ransdell said the team wanted
a coach familiar with the program. Elson, who coached at
Western for seven years, fit.
·'He recruited most of us, so
we know him pretty well," sophomore punter Brian ClayboWTI
said. ''1 think he ·s going to do a lot
of the same thmgs.''
And Elson, like Harbaugh,
SE£

ELSON
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Brian Leddy/ Herald

David Elson, Western's new head football coach, answers
questions after Wednesday's press conference.

Parking structure
may be expanded
the railroad tracks.
Tice said the possibility of
making Big Red Way a twoway road again also exists.
The idea to extend the
structure
must pass through the
BY JESSICA SASSEEN
Parking
and Transportation
Herald reporter
Committee and then the
Double the parking, double Campus
Master
Plan
the parking structure.
Committee.
West said parking structures
It's just an idea Western
officials are bouncing around.
cost about $10,000 per space to
Gene Tice, vice president of build. He said the bulk of the
Student Affairs and Campus cost is found in building the on
Services, presented a possible and off ramps. By extending
plan at Tuesday night's Student Western 's structure across
Government Association meet- Dogwood Lane and using the
ing. He was looking for feed- existing ramps, the project will
back on a plan outhmng an cost less.
expansion of the parking struc"I can't do anymore work
ture that would
until we get more feedback,"
add 600 to I ,000
West said. "It's
any- just whether we
spaces.
The plan is in more work until want to spend $5
the early stages
million or $10
and has not been We get more
million on the
sent to any comproject."
mittees, nor has
Students could
any money been
_ Ed West be asked to pick
allotted to this
up the tab for a
project, Constrconst:-urtion rn~nager possible parking
uction Manager Ed West said.
structure addition. Tice disThe plan is being looked at cussed this option at the SGA
by the facilities management meeting.
staff. It proposes extending the
"We're looking at a cost of
parking structure horizontally $30 to $35 that every student
across Dogwood Lane.
would have to pay in order to
If this extension passed, make this a reality,'' Tice said.
Dogwood Lane would be
He said this was the most
closed or rerouted between the heavily debated portion of his
heating plant and Gilbert Hall. presentation to SGA, and a lot
West said another possibili- of members were concerned
ty includes moving Facilities about who would have to pay
Management and Environ- the pr9posed fee. Some memmental Health and Safety out bers proposed adding the fee to
of the bottom of the parking the parking tag fee, he said.
structure. This would open up
Brandon Copeland, SGA's
the bottom level to parking.
vice president of administraFacilities would then relo- tion, said everyone at the
cate. One consideration is the
property Western owns across
SEE PAIKIIC PA&E 3

Plan would close
Dogwood Lane

"I can't do

feedback."

Students to vote next month on possible radio fee
Proposal receives
approval from SGA
BY

CATHERINE DAMRON

Herald reporter
Western 's campus radio station,
Revolution 91.7-WWHR, is one step
closer to receiving additional funding
through a possible student fee.
The
Student
Government
Association unanimously approved a
bill Tuesday night that will allow students to decide if they would be willing to pay a S3 student fee that will go
toward Revolution 91 .Ts operating
budget.
Students will make that decision

I

durmg SGA general elections on April
2-3 when a referendum about the proposal will be placed on the ballot. If
students vote for the proposal, if will
passed on to the Board of Regents,
who will make the final vote.
SGA executive vice president John
Bradley said the Board of Regents
would probably make the decision at
its next quarterly meeting, May 9, if
the students favor the referendum.
During the meeting, Bradley
reminded congress members that they
are not voting for a student fee, but for
an opportunity for students to voice
their opinion on the matter.
''I think it's a good idea, because it
sets a precedence and (we· II have
greater voter turnout) because it's such
a strong issue," Bradley said. ''They're

WHAT'S NEXT
StUdents will be able to vote for the
i rendum during SGA g neral elec
tlons Apnl 2-3. If students vote for the
~
rendum. it wltl go to the Board of
Regents for a ffnal vot .

a great radio station, and with a lack of
funds, they're being limited."
MarJorie Yambor, an instructor for
the School of Journalism and
Broadcasting and the station ·s adviser,
said Revolution 91.7 has a $7,000
operating budget
"It really can't be done. Ifs an
absolute Joke m regard to the things we
have to do," Yambor said at the meeting. "It's impossible to be a competitive radio station and give the student

Reaction to Elson hiring

Hoops hysteria

On Tuesday

Players and alumni welcomed
David Elson with open arms
yesterday. Page SA

Check out the Sun Belt
Conference Special Section in
today's Herald. Page 1B

More covemge from the men ·s
and women's Sun Belt
Conference tournament.

body what they need. We're in dire
need of money, and this is the best idea
we ·ve come up with; it's a simple
request."
Revolution 91.Ts program director,
Louisville senior Dan Gaddie, said that
the college radio station at New York
University ha~ a multi-million dollar
budget.
Western 's station has had the same
budget since 1998, Gaddie said. The
station needs additional funding to
replace rundown equipment.
Louisville junior Troy Ransdell, an
SGA congress member, said he felt
that Revolution 91.7 should be entitled
to get student funding.
''SGA spent $4,000 on office supplies alone: pens, paper and key
chains. $7,000 is hardly enough to

I

herald.
\.;,

fund a radio station," Ransdell said.
But Adairville junior John Law,
another SGA Congress member, said
that making students pay $3 a semester
would contribute too much money to
Revolution 91.Ts budget.
"It seems like the station can be
funded with $7,000. $3 seems like an
arbitrary amount to throw out," he
said. "I'm not against the radio station,
but $6 a year is more than just an
increase; it's a power.
"My biggest concern is that not
many students will take the time to get
online and vote. SGA should hold
(elections) during registration time,
when students are already online."
Reach Catherine Damron at
news@wkuherald.com.

Check the Web at www.
wk:uherald.com for a multimedia presentation of David
Elson·s press conference.

-----------------------
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Temporary use of land
to provide 300 spots
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BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

phow by Tlwma1 Cordy

Glasgow freshman Derek Brauer plays short tunes on a string bass Wednesday afternoon on the third
floor of the fine arts center.

► Clearing
Arrests
♦Michael
Scott Brooks.
Smiths Gro\e, \\J\ charged
Friday \\.'ith possession of marijuana. He wa.s relca.sed Saturday
from Warren Count} Regional
Jail on a $1,000 uninsured hood.
♦Ronnie Adolph Allgood.
Memphis Junction Road. \\as

charged Fnda) with criminal lreS·

pa.•"ing in the third degree. He is
currcnll} being held in Warren
Count, Regional Jail on a $5,000
cash bond

♦Barham

J. Bums. Belmont
A\enue. \\a\ charged Saturda}
with dri\ ing under the influence
aggrJ\ated and speeding She
wa.s released the same <la} from
Warren Count) Regional Jail on a
S1.000 uninsured hood.

Reports
♦Bridget A. Bailey. Minton
Hall, reported l·rida) ,1 CD pla)cr, "orth $250, stolen from her

1995 Jeep Cherokee parked in the
Capitol lot She reported the front
dri\'er\ side "indO\\ \\a.s broken

and estimated $250 in damage.
♦~ichael
D. Edmunds.
Poland Hall. reported Friday an
X-hox, worth $200. three X-box
game cartridges, worth $150
total. and three DVDs. worth $60
total. stolen from his unlocked
dorm room.
♦A fire alarm was reported in
Keen Hall at 10:13 p.m. Sunday.
Police disto\cred a lire extinguisher had been dispersed in the
third floor hallway. The Bowling
Green Fire Department cleared
the scene at 12:39 a.m. Monday.

tbeAir
Due to a Herald error. Dan
Gaddie's name was misspelled in
an article about Revolution 91.7WWHR in the March 4 issue.
The Herald regrets the error.
Due to a Herald error. Chris
Harris· title wa.~ incorrectly identified in an article about The Del
McCoury Band. Harris works
for the company that manages
The Del McCoury Band, but he
is not the band manager. The
Herald regrets the error.

There was a vision.
More than 700 new parking
spots. A walkway across University Boulevard. Space for new
buildings, someday.
That vision died a year ago
when talks between Western and
the family of Preston S. Miller,
owners of 6.79 acres of land across
the railroad tracks near Diddle
Arena, ended without a deal.
Now Western is left with just a
glimpse. Bul the family will
allow the university lo use the
land - temporarily.
Commuter students will be
able to park on the land during the
Sun Belt Conference Toumament
and possibly until the end of ~e
semester, said Bob Edwards, vice
president for University Relations. Gravel and other materials,
costing $20,000, are now being
laid on the land to make about
300 parking spaces.
The lot will be reserved for
commuter students with "C"
parking permit~. Edwards said.
The lot is expected to open
Monday.
"It could be earlier than that,"
Edwards said.
Western and the family only
have an agreement on insurance
liability on the land, President
Gary Ransdell said. The cost to
Western has not yet been determined.
Edwards said the price tag on
the lease will likely be a nominal

the land, Ransdell said. Money
set aside last year for the purchase
has since been bu~geted for the
Creason lot expans10?·
The Miller family may be
-th·n
a month of striking
a deal
WI J
.
b
with another prospective U_Yer,
family spokesman ~lenn ~iller
sa1.d. A second party 1s also mterested in the land.
. ,,
"Nothing has been finalized,
Miller said.
.
He would not name either of
the two groups or the nature of
their business.
"Both of them (would) benefit
with the university being next
door to them," he said.
Miller said the family has not
been contacted by Western about
reopening negotiations since the
first try ended in failure._
Miller said he thmks the
majority of the family would like
Western to get the land.
"They're the people who really need it worst," Miller said.
"They're running out of land
adjacent to them. It's the cheapest
land they can buy."
Last year, Westem's offer and
the family's asking price were
never more than $1 million apart.,
the Herald reported. The family
asked for $2.2 million, an average
of their two appraisals.
Western had one appraisal
done. It determined a value of
$910,000.
The university contacted the
family Sunday tQ ask jf it could
use the land for the tournament,
Ransdell said.

fee.

"Probably like $1," he said.
Western is not seeking to buy

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

Looking for Jewish life on campus?

···USE YOUR
BIG RED CARD
TO PAY!
.,..~

DOMINO'S PIZZA BUJIPALO
CBiaEN KICKBIIS"'

Come to Java City at 7 p.m. on Thursday, March 6, for pizza
with the Jewish Student OrganiLation! Eat and shmooze with
your fellow Jewish students as we organize the JSO. For more
information, call faculty advisor Bryan Carson at 745-5007 or
e-mail bryan.carson@wku.edu.

West Bowling Green
&WKU Campus

CHEESY BREAD
Brudstlcks smothered with
cheddar and mozzarella cheue
then baked to purecuon. Includes
Marinara Sauce for dipping.
8 -plece $J,49

T,nder cuts or all whit• chlcktn
brust with a kick or Buffalo navor
bak•d rlaht In. lnclud•• Hot Sauco
and Ranch for dlpplnll,
ID-piece $5,99

781-9494

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

CINNA STIJ:•

BUJIPALO WINGS

Brudltlcks 1prtnkled with
cinnamon and 1uaar. Includes
sweet vanilla 1c1n11.
8-plece $2.99

BIii, Juicy wlnll• In Hot, fire or
Barbecue navor with Ranch for
dlpplna.
ID-piece $5,99

East Bowling Green

781-6063

DOMINO'S DOTS"'

BREADSTIC~S

SS0 US 31W Bypass

Dots of douah baked lo perrect1on

Band to a aoldtn brown. lncludu
Marinara Sauce for dlpplna.
8-plece $2,49

and covered with cinnamon
lncludu sweet vanilla Icing:

South Bowling Green

12-plece SJ,99

781-1000
39

All pr1ct1 subject to chanQ• without notice. Customer pays applicable .._1u tu.

01 Scottsville Rd.
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Bomb scare clears Cherry
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
Classes were again interrupted Tuesday after someone
called right before 3:30 p.m. to
tell the campus operator a
bomb was set to go off in
Cherry Hall.
Campus police cleared the
building, and signs were placed
on each of the doors saying the
building would be closed until
4:45 p.m. But because the operator couldn't clearly understand if the caller said the bomb
was to go off at 4 or 5 p.m., students weren't allowed back
into the building until 5:30
p.m., said Bob Skipper, director

of Media Relations.
Officers then spent the next
two hours patrolling the perimeter of the building. They also
made two sweeps through the
building looking for bombs right
before 4 and 5 p.m. Officers
were also spotted peeking into
cars parked near the building and
looking for anything suspicious.
Students waiting to get into
their night classes in the building were hanging out around
Garrett Center, and some were
playing Frisbee in the lawn in
front of Gordon Wilson Hall.
The crowd began to thin
soon after 5 p.m., and by the
time students were allowed into

the building at 5:30 p.m., the
number of students staying outside was nearly cut in half.
Skipper said students who
missed class because they were
under the impression that it was
canceled will have to deal with
their instructors on an individual basis.
'Tm not gonna stick around
until they get this . . . figured
out," one student said.
Skipper said there is no way
to tell whether Tuesday's bomb
threat was related to a Feb. 20
bomb threat in Cherry.
Reach Abbey Brown at
news@wkuherald.com.

PARKING: 'Idea on the table'
CONTINUED FRO

FRONT PJ;i

meeting was receptive to discussing the ideas.
'The main concern is for the
people who paid for those spots
being able to use them,"
Copeland said.
The increased enrollment will
add more demands on parking,
Tice said.
"We've got to come up with
another plan to provide additional
spaces. We don't want to pave all

the green space," Tice said. "But
we're going to have to take it one
step at a time, and we've got a lot
to do before we get to that point."
Copeland was concerned with
the possible closing of Dogwood
Lane.
"That's how many people get
to campus and onto Big Red
Way," he said. "If they could find
a way to make up for the use of
Dogwood, then I think it's a good
idea on the table."
West said he would love to see

the addition started this fall, but
he feels that may be too ambitious.
"I could see construction next
summer, if we act soon," West
said.
Design could begin on the
project as early as this summer
and it would take six to nine
months for completion of design,
West said.
Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.
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RILL
1265 College Street
----Bowlin

G een, KY 42 0
7 6-4001

Amber Sigman/Herald
The forensics team is a tightly knit group. Sharing a light moment are (clockwise from

front) Evelio Silvera, a junior from Fort Myers, Fla.; Jennifer Purcell, a sophomore from
Lewisville, Texas; Stacy Bernaugh, a senior from Seaside, Calif.; Florence freshman Justin
Cress; and Upton freshman Nicole Hawk.

Unity, energy keys to team's success
BY M EGAN ENGLE

Herald reporter
Most college students are
busy trying to keep up with classwork, participate in extracurricular activities and have a social
life.
Forensics team members not
only keep up with their every day
activities, but they also take time
to practice for upcoming competitions.
From improv to debate, these
team members stay busy, which
keeps them among the best.
Forensics team head coach
Judy Woodring said the energy
and challenge of this team is
unlike anything else.
The forensics team competes
on the national and international
level. Because there are no divisions, the team can face schools
of all sizes and academic reputations.
Woodring said "winning" is
the teams motto wherever they go.
"We don't say we're going to
try to win, or simply do our best,"
she explained.
For the international competition this year, the group's goal is

to come in first in both the team
and individual part of the tournament.
"This would be the first time
in history for a team to win both
events, and we want to make history," Woodring said.
The team has proven that winning is what they do. They
recently won the Kentucky
Forensics Association Championship, placing first overall.
"The biggest reason behind
our winning is our continual
drive and team unity," said David
Bums, a sophomore from
Dayton, Ohio.
He explained that the team
has a mindset to sweep nationals,
going above and beyond all other
schools in the country.
"The entire aspect of one team
working towards the same goal is
what makes doing this so worthwhile," said Upton freshman
Nicole Hawk.
Woodring said the coaching
the students receive also contributes to the team's success.
"I give all the credit to the
coaches," she said.
The ti me and energy the team

gives and the accountability the
team has to each other are also
influential factors.
Up next for the team will be
the Delta Gamma Rho National
Fraternal Competition tomorrow
through Monday at Western. Even
though Western is the host for the
ctoumament, Woodring said her
team plans to defend its title.
To prepare for nationals, each
member practices individually,
Lebanon sophomore Rebecca
Simms said. Members practice as
a team three times a week and
also have individual team meetings without the coaches.
Hawk said the hard work and
team unity are why the team will
bring home yet another trophy on
March 10.
"We put in many hours of
hard work, and the one thing we
always try to do is keep a team
and
family
atmosphere,"
Eddyville freshman Jordon
Wadlington said. "This keeps us
close. The closer we are, the better we do."
Reach Megan Engle at
features@wkuherald.com.
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Ice
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Red
Energy Drinks

2 for
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All You Care To
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& Wine
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2 Bud or
Bud Light for $2
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Contact:
Editor Erica Walsh:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Brandy Warren:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Daniel Pike:
hera/d@wkuherald.com

OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Editorial

Looking for answers in Harbaugh's ~!~~~~=-=r•

f Western really is the big-time
athletic institution that athletic
director Wood Selig would have
us believe, then how does he
explain last weekend's unceremonious
departure of football coach Jack
Harbaugh?
Never mind what Selig and Harbaugh
have said publicly about the national
championship-winning coach's unexpected exodus. The real reason for
Harbaugh's disappearing act - Friday
you see him, Monday you don't - is likely found in what has been left unsaid.
To be clear, this newspaper knows
nothing more than what it has reported
about Harbaugh's resignation. But even

I

casual analysis of the facts leaves
Hilltopper fans with one thought: The situation reeks like a postgame locker room.
Selig is adamant that his clashes with
Harbaugh were overblown by the media.
But even though he produced a legitimate alibi, Selig's conspicuous absence
from the Division I-AA championship
game, easily the highlight event of his
tenure, leads to a fair assumption that
Selig and Harbaugh didn't exchange
many gridiron grins.
And considering how quickly former
defensive coordinator David Elson was
named Harbaugh's successor, forgive us
for clinging to suspicions about Selig's
involvement in Harbaugh's departure.

Then again, perhaps the decision was
Harbaugh 's alone. If so, why did
Harbaugh speak paradoxically when
explaining his uncharacteristic and, quite
frankly, selfishly sudden farewell?

Harbaugh said he's tired, though only
·
t about
weeks ago he expressed exc1temen
.
the coming season to a Herald colummSI.
He's tired, but he stressed that he's not
retired.
And after gaining a reputation as a
players' coach, Harbaugh gave the
returning Hilltoppers no indication that
his time at Western was nearing its end.
The more the major characters say, the
more the whole thing seems shady and
petty.
Selig obsessively trumpets his desire
for Western to boast a high-profile, highclass athletic program. But circumstances
such as this - an inexcusably sad conclusion to one of Westem's proudest ath-

Editorial

•

A false sense of security
Imagine this: a shadowy figure hunkers
behind a dumpster outside a dorm after his
preferred hiding place, the bushes, were
hacked away by safety-minded campus officials.
Imagine a student exits the dorm and
heads to the library for some late-night cramming. The shadowy figure follows. Afraid,
the student races to the nearest emergency
phone and presses the button.
Imagine nothing happens. The phone
doesn't work.
What comes next is anybody's guess.
Situations such as this should not occur.
But they almost certainly will, unless Western
does a better job of maintaining its 33 emergency phones.
A recent inspection revealed that nearly
half of these phones were not operating properly.
What, then, is the point in dotting the Hill

.........
.........

Recent Inspection$ revealed that

nearly half ot Westem's
emergency phol1eS dktn·t WOl1(.

lhls problem must be fixed
before its too late.

with the luminous, blue- and green-tipped
posts? If one doesn't work, the entire emergency phone system has failed, since it's
impossible to predict the location of a student
in need.
Western has improved outdoor lighting in
certain dangerous areas. It has eliminated
vegetation that could conceal potential criminals.
But Western does not set aside money

specifically for the maintenance of its emergency phones, which could be a distressed
student's only chance to avoid being victimized. It's time for that to change.
In addition to the allocation of funds,
Western should increase the frequency of
phone checks. Biweekly, weekly, daily,
whatever. It's a necessary practice that can't
be done too often.
Meanwhile, Western must clearly mark
the dysfunctional phones during the repair
process. As bad as a broken phone is, a unit
that a student falsely believes could provide
help is equally unacceptable.
The problems need to be solved soon before a faulty emergency phone leaves a
student stranded and helpless.

This editorial represents the ma1onty
opinion of the Herald's JO-member board of
student editors.

Tops aad Bottoms •••
Thanks to Nappy Roots for making its
ticipated appearance in Bowling Green,
lighting fans who waited so long.
Speaking of concerts, thanks to the
el McCoury Band for pickin' and
mnin' through Tuesday's free show.
Congrats to the Pikes and KDs for
eir victories in the Unity Step Off, and
dos to the Alphas for putting the
successful show together.

Thumbs up to Housing and Residence
fe for its new seniority-based housing poly. Looks like this plan is the most fair yet.
Boo to everyone other than the 200 students
who attended last week's rally for higher education. Certainly there were many more who
could have made the trip.
The athletic department could be in for a
rude awakening if HAF members don't jump
at the chance to pay an additional $625 for
Diddle seating.

. . fy' g close to a great coach s
dissat:1s_ m
career
do little to boost mvvestern ,s status or respectability.
.
It didn't have to happen this way.
The players deserve belle\
Harbaugh deserved a hero s g~bye.
A d Western and its fans, pamcularly
the onnes who stuck with_ ~e program
through Harbaugh's reb~ildin~ efforts,
deserve an answer to a lmgenng question.... th Hill h ppened?
What e
a
·

This editorial represents the majority
opinion ofthe Herald's 10-member board
ofstudent editors.

Sun Belt parking plan
crosses the line

Another proposal for
Sun Belt parking

First, I am proud our basketball teams are in the Sun Belt
Tournament.
Second, I know that Western
is hosting the Sun Belt to show
off the newly renovated Diddle
Arena.
But the thing that really
(ticks) me off is the parking situation. I know that people coming to the games need somewhere to park. I even agree with
giving them the parking in
Diddle.
But you have crossed the
line when students will not be
allowed to park in the structure.
That is the main parking area
for "B" permits.
Campus officials said we
could park down Kentucky
Street and in the parking lot off
Campbell Lane, and they'll run
the shuttle back to campus.
Well isn't that just peachy?
Why should I, a student who
lives on campus and pays $65
for a parking pass and between
$6,000 and $8,000 for tuition,
have to park somewhere else?
I think that the people only
paying $50 and who are only
here for the games should park
off Campbell Lane and ride the
shuttle.
Western didn't even consider that most women work off
campus and come back to campus after it is dark, which
means that a woman has to
walk by herself from her car to
her dorm in the dark.
Now explain to me how this
is safe. I thought we were trying
to avoid things like this on campus.
Where do Western's loyalties lie?
The answer is definitely not
with students who attend class
and park on the Hill everyday.
Alisha Brewer
Whitley City junior

I tolerated the closing of the
parking lot at Diddle du_ring
construction, and I kept silent
as tuition increased for athletics. But I've finally had
enough.
This is the third strike,
Western, and I'm not holding
back.
You have made the point yet
again where your priorities lie:
in athletics. It is widely known
that the success/failure ratio is a
little bit better for academics
than athletics, but you continue
to jeopardize academics for the
success of athletics.
The Sun Belt Tournament is
the last straw. You're selling
parking that is already sold, and
you're selling out on your previous contracts.
Permits that were issued in
August 2002 have expiration
dates of August 2003. Nowhere
does it say that it is August
2002 until the Sun Belt
Championship and then until
August 2003. It's a contract that
you signed with the students,
faculty and staff of this university.
The case would be quite different if the parking spaces
were free for visitors or
remained on a first-come, firstserved basis. But you are making double money on these
spaces, and I guess you think
we are too dumb to figure it out.
Here's my proposal.
If you don't give back our
parking, how would you like a
student-led rebellion in which
all students begin parking on
President Ransdell's front yard
during
the
Sun
Belt
Tournament? How would
Western handle that mess? And
what would your 7 ,000 guests
think about that?
It's an unfair situation, and
you know it. It's time Western
got its priorities in order.
Maggie Scott
Bowling Green senior

Letters to the editor policy
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters on topics ofpublic interest. Here are

a few guidelines:
♦ Originality counts.
Please don't submit plagiarized material.
♦ Letters shouldn't be
more than 250 words.
♦ Letters must include
your name, phone numbet,
hometown and classification
or title. Without it, they will
not be considered for publication.
♦ The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for
style, grammar, length. and

clarity. The Herald does not
print libelous letters.

• lf you want to e..mail a
letter to the editor don't
send it as an attachtn.~nt. We
use Macintosh compute,rs,
♦ Letters may not nm in
every edition, due to space

constraints,

Rere's how to reach 1,1s:
♦ E-mail us at
herald@Wktiherald,com.
♦ Call us at 745-6291.
♦ Fax us at 745-2697.
♦ Visit the aeratd office at

122 . Garrett

Center.
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Open arms welcome
new head coach
"The wheel's been rolling,"
Chandler said. "You don't want
to put the brakes on and stuff.
Jimmy Feix wanted a "good Not ha".ing to go through the
old Western boy" to take over process of change, just keeping
for Jack Harbaugh.
going what we've got going
He got a good not-so-old really makes as, as a team, feel
Western boy.
a lot better."
And he couldn't be happier.
He looks forward to the
David Elson, 31, was named youthful energy Elson brings to
head coach of the Hilltoppers the program, the same energy
yesterday, replacing Harbaugh, he has seen in defensive prachis former boss.
tice.
Feix, the school's all-time
Outside linebackers' coach
winningest coach, compares Bryan Cross looks forward to
Bison's entrance to his own 35 keeping the family together.
years ago.
"You get a national champiHe also was young and onship under your belt with this
replacing a tenured coach.
staff and these players, obvious"Thirty-five years ago, ly somebody knows what
almost to the day, the university they're doing," Cross said.
- in hopes of keeping stability
He looks forward to bouncwhen coach (Nick)
ing ideas across the
Denes retired meeting
room,
turned the reins
including Elson's
over to a young
idea of a more balfella who had never
anced offense that
been
a
head
includes more passcoach," Feix said.
ing.
"That spring, I had
David Graves,
my first football
associate
head
team.
coach
of
the
Lady
"We were able
Topper basketball
to maintain some
team, knows about
consistency, and I
David
Elson
the family atmossee this being the
head football coach phere at Western.
same way."
He started his
Elson stressed
continuity in his press confer- coaching career here and was
ence. Western football, at least brought back on board with
from a coaching standpoint, Mary Taylor Cowles - a forwill remain mostly intact.
mer Lady Topper - to return
That got smiles from the the program to prominence.
Hilltopper faithful, players and
He is excited about the
assistant coaches.
prospects Elson brings to the
"We just won a national
table and said the support
championship," Elson said.
between coaching staffs on the
"We're not going to reinvent the
Hill
is unmatched.
wheel. Everyone that is with us
"It
couldn't be a better
now is with us."
choice
... David Elson is first
Jeremy Chandler, a junior
comerback, was a little scared class," Graves said. "When he
talks about that family atmoswhen Harbaugh stepped down.
But with Elson, the team's phere, that's what Westem's all
most tenured assistant, coming about."
back from a four-week stint at
West Virginia, all fears were Reach J. Michael Moore at
squelched.
sports@wf<,uhera/d.com.
BY

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter

"We're not
going to
reinvent the
wheel. Everyone
that is with us
now,, is with
Us.

Brian Leddy/Herald
David Elson played with 1-year-old daughter Jessica, sitting in wife Kathy's lap, after the press conference Wednesday.

ELSON: Spring practice may be delayed
GIHlTINUED FllnM

FRo,n
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will be. able to run a program
clean of rules violations,
Ransdell said.
Taggart said he supported his
new boss.
"It's like a big brother," he
said. 'Tm next in line."
Selig said he and Bison's wife
flew to Morgantown, W.Va., yesterday in a plane owned by
Regent Cornelius Martin.
They didn't arrive back in
Bowling Green with Elson until
2:30 p.m. CST. Elson met with
players for about 20 minutes
before he was unveiled to the
public.
Elson's tenure with the
Mountaineers ended Monday
night when he told head coach
Rich Rodriguez that he had taken
the Westem job.
""I know, bl jim the month we

spent together, he's an impressive young guy who has a lot of
football knowledge," Rodriguez
said.
Elson has been offered up to a
five-year contract, but he has not
reviewed or signed it, Selig said.
Elson wasn't concemed that
he was following a national
championship coach leaving on
the pinnacle of his career.
"There's going to be pressure
no matter where you go," Elson
said.
Western may have a new
coach, but shades of Harbaugh
will remain on the field.
"Continuity is the word of the
day," said Elson, who'll keep the
same coaching staff that took
Western to its first national
championship in December.
One possible change: The
Hilltoppers, under Elson, are
going to be fishing for home-

town boys when recruiting.
"We are going to recruit the
state of Kentucky like the state of
Kentucky has never been recruited before in the history of the
game of football," he said.
"We're going to take care of our
backyard."
In the past, most in-state
recruits have gone to the
University of Kentucky or
University of Louisville. Under
Harbaugh, Westem's recruiting
was focused in Florida.
Elson said there won't be
many changes in defense, an area
he oversaw until last month. He
said they've built a tradition and
attitude on that side of the ball
that he likes.
Then there's offense.
"I knew that was going to be
a hot topic," he told onlookers in
Diddle yesterday. He said the
offense will both run and throw

the ball next season. And an old
friend will return.
·
"You will see the shotgun at
Western Kentucky University
next fall," he said. "That is not
going to be our base, don't anybody misconstrue that."
Elson said spring practice
may be pushed back a few weeks
while he gets adjusted and fills
the holes in his staff.
After the announcement, junior comerback Jeremy Chandler
hugged Elson and handed him a
foot-long nameplate reading,
"David Elson, Head Football
Coach."
"Just told him we are all men,
but he is the man," Chandler
said.

Herald reporter Steven King
contributed to this report.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherafd.com.

YoUR FREE EXCLUSIVE
GIFT FROM CLINIQUE!

NEW!
Colour Surge
Lipstick,
$18.50 each.

Receive this FREE Exclusive gift with
any $19.50 or more Clinique purchase.
Includes:

GREAT GIFT NEWS
• SHEER SHIMMERS GLOSSWEAR FOR LIPS IN MYSTIC

·GREAT GIFT FAVOURITES
• RINSE-OFF FOAMING CLEANSER
• TOTAL TURNAROUND VISIBLE SKIN RENEWER
• DIFFERENT LIPSTICK IN TENDERHEART
• SOFT-PRESSED POWDER BLUSHER IN MOCIL\
• CLJNlQUE HAPPY PERFUME SPRAY

D

~!~~~GGIFT EXCLUS~
Zipped cosmetic bag carries you.r makeup
~~ff
must•haves and more. Zippy, denim-look design.

GREAT
GIFT
PLUS!
With any $36.50

Clinique
purchase,
receive a
matching
tote bag.

CLINIQUE

..,.....,1lllled

100%1'fagrance""9,

For Your Convenience We Accept Your Dillard's Charge, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, Corte Blanche, Or Diner's Club Card.

SHOP MON. THROUGH SAT. 10 A.M• • 9 P.M.; SHOP SUN. NOON • 6 P.M•

./
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Wono: V-Day aims to instill confidence in bodies . :~1.:.,~~~~:
FRO!IT PAl:J

Shortly thereafter, Ensler traveled
worldwide, eventually talking to about
200 women between the ages of 6 and 72
about their lives. She asked them questions like, "'If your vagina got dressed,
what would it wear?" and "If your vagina
could talk, what would it say?"
Their stories ranged from the tale of a
72-year-old woman who had never had
an orgasm to the account of a young
Bosnian woman's rape.
"At first, women were reluctant to
talk," Ensler said on the show's Web site.
"They were a little shy. But once they got
going, you couldn't stop them."
''The Vagina Monologues'' began in
1996 as a small off-Broadway show perfonned by Ensler. It was immediately a
critical success and received a cult following. From there, the show grew in
popularity and became what it is today.
"'I could not have imagined that I
would one day be talking about vaginas
on talk shows in places like Athens,
Greece; chanting the word vagina with
4,000 wild women in Baltimore; or having 32 public orgasms a night," Ensler
said in the introduction to ''The Vagina
Monologues."

idea for an organization called V-Day.
She found that after her perfonnances,
women would often come to her dressing
room and share their own experiences.
Ensler felt that she needed a way to share
these stories with the public and to also
raise awareness of abuse against women
around the world.
Ensler and others began working on
V-Day in 1997. They thought communities all over the world could work to educate people about problems and oppressions facing women. The centerpiece of
the education would be a perfonnance of
"The Vagina Monologues," and all
money raised would go to an organization that would benefit women.
On Valentine's Day 1998, V-Day was
born in New York City. The original VDay centered around a perfonnance of
"The Vagina Monologues" starring
Whoopi Goldberg, Calista Flockhart,
Glenn Close a11d Susan Sarandon.
Since its conception, V-day has raised
$14 million, $7 million of which was
raised la.st year alone.

Raising awareness
Ensler was perfonning ''The Vagina
Monologues" when she developed the

Expanding boundaries
Shortly after the original V-Day,
Ensler and others began working on a
campaign to bring V-Day to college campuses as a way to reach a new audience.
"It was a huge success, but we realized it was a limited event," said Obel,
who has served as director of the cam-

1
will think," she said with a laugh.th(My
.
) -e going to hear me say e vBriggs a women's studies minor, parents ai
· about word"
decided to' participate after heanng
·
h
· $5 the
-Day
i·n
her
women's
studies
class.
She
Admission to the s ow is
at
V
ll proceeds will benefit the
a
d
said she had heard about the perfonn~c- door an
c
es from previous years and was familiar H pe Harbor Sexual Trauma enter.
o. I City J·unior Alisha Brewer, who
Whit ey
with the premise of the play.
,,
f
"Th V: ·
"It's so empowering and truthful, she serves as narrator or
e th agma
Monologues," and voluntee!'5 at e censai~his is Western 's fourth year partici- ter, said Hope Harbor provides copedunselpating in V-Day. The perfo1m~ces were ing for women who have been ra
or
previously put on by students m W~s~ern
the victims of sexual abuse.
Feminist Thought, but this year participa- areJane Olmsted, director_ of the
tion was open to all students.
Women's Studies prograin, said she felt
Briggs will be perfonning "My Angrr, both the audience ai1d thefi stufrdents ' Thwho
Vagina" and "I Was There in the Room.
participated would bene it om
e
"My Angry Vagina" tells the story of a Vagina Monologues" and would be surwoman who is upset by tampons, gtn~• d
. d
pnse .
h
t"
cological visits, thongs a11d other 10 1~ "It's just not what ~ ey expec ,
ties done to her vagina. "I W'ilS There m Olmsted said. "It's funnier and more
the Room" is an account of the birth of poignant."
Ensler's granddaughter.
.
Obel hopes that everyone who sees
Bowling Green sophomore Katie the show will take something from the
Hollowell is also taking part in "The
.
perfonnance.
Vagina Monologues" for the first ti~e
"Women need to love a11d respect
this year. She will be performing their bodies and know that they deserve
"Because He Liked to Look at It," about to be loved a11d respected as women," she
a woman learning to enjoy sex, a11d "The said. "They have the right to be s~e :..
Little Coochi Snorcher that Could," Nobody's body should be dealt with m
about an abused teenager's lesbian awak- any way other than a loving, respectful
cnings.
Hollowell said although she is some- way."
what nervous about the perfonna11ce, she
is more concerned about her parents' Reach Clare Lowther at
reactions to the perfonnance.
news@wkuherald.com.

'H's SO empowering...'

IFYOUGO
WHAT: "The Vagina Monologues
WHEN: 0oof's open at 6 p.m. for a
feminist art exhibit and refreshments. Show begins at 7 p.m.
WBEllE: Gordon Wilson Theater Lab
.Al>MlsmoN: $5. Proceeds benefit
Hope Harbor.
paign since it began. "It wa~ only one
night in one place in New York City. We
wanted to reach more people."
Over 665 colleges a11d universities are
participating this year - a record number.
Anyone affiliated with a university
can organize a V-Day for their school.
They merely needs to sign up, then the VDay organization provides material and
guidelines, Obel said.
The guidelines state that men can participate in V-Day, but they cannot perfonn in "The Vagina Monologues." Also,
all proceeds must go to an organization
that benefits women a11d girls.
In 2002, the college campaign raised
nearly $2 million for the V-Day fund.
''The college years are a turning point
and growth point," she said. ''The people
are coming into their own as individuals.
A lot of people are leaving college, and
they don't have confidence in their bodies and selves ... If they do that, that
means we have failed them."

The Botton, Line of
Christianity

Express Tan

What is Ch..-ist all about?

28 Beds
No Appointment Needed!

Early Bird Special 7-llam

West End church of Christ

$3. 50 per session (Deluxe Units Only)

March 9-14

• Sorority Merchandise Available
• 10% off any packages & products not already on sale
(with WKU ID)
• 15% off with Sorority Letters on packages &
products not already discounted
Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday 7am-10pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-7pm
Open 7 days a week

Guests are welcome!

2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center

•

Sunday:

9 AM, 10 AM

•

Sun. night:

6 PM

•

Mon-Fri:

7 PM

":.-4;
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Au•dl..,lh: Ad
-+-~-=•·:..:•~:.c..,~
821 Old Morgantown Road
(270) 842-8342 - ww-w .westendchurch.com
TD._..r

....
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Proud Sponsor of
WKUWomen's
Basketball

PIPAJOHNs
1922 Russellville Road

112-1111
Open Evervdav from 10:30 a.m. -1 a.n:a.
Campus Specials APPIV to South Campus!

te Night Carrv Out Specials After 10 p.m. everv night!
r----------------------~
·----------------------~
·----------------------·
r----------------------•
Spinact,. Alfredo
Slam Dunk Special
Carry Out Special
Add a Cinnapie to
Only
any pizza order
2 14''
14'' Cheese
for only
1 topping

$5.99
Offer e•plres J. I 3-2003
Valld only at Russellville Road loeation
Carry out only

I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Coupon Requln-d.
Valid on. ly al part.icip.111ng luc.:.iuun\. C'u\ltlnk"r ~
all arrllcable ,a)C'.\ tax. Not Yahd '-"•th 11ny :.'i"IIA
buy one B,C"I one frtt" ofter One cuupnn pc:r orJcr. ,._l'llrll==-===
pa)'!i

Mm,mum Jtl1\CI')' order

or s~ or more

I

I
I
I

$8.99

$12.99

I
I
I
I

I
I

OtTer expire< 3-13-2003
Valid only at Russellvllle Road loeation
Corry Out Only

$1.99

Offer expires 3-20-2003
Valid only nt Russellville Road locution

I

I

.

Coupon Required.
Vohd only at partic:1pa1ing loc~tion\. Cu,1omcr ~
P,.l)'\ all apphcflblC ,ales lax. Nol valid with any . . . . . .
buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order. I!.!~=!!.!!!.:!=~
Minimum delivery order of $5 or more.
I

J

I
I
I
I
I

Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locauons. Customer
pays all.arplicable. ,ale, 1ax. Nol ,alid with any ~
buy one get one free offer. One coupon p,.!r order. ~
Minimum dch,er) order of $5ormore
~=~==<I

~----------------------~ ·----------------------· ·----------------------·
r----------------------~ ----------------------~
·----------------------·
Free Throw Special
Add Chicken
3 Point Special
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Strips to any pizza
I
order for only
I

16'' Double
Cheese

$3.99

$8.99

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

toupon Requlrtd.
Valid only ,u partu.:1ra11ng locauon,._C-u-.101ncr

~

ill arph,ablc 'i-ilk, tax. Not nlld "'1th ilR)'
buy o~ get one trtt otrcr Ont coupon per onkr.
pa)'!

Minimum Jchvcry order of SS or more.

=.:.===,

I

I

OtTer expires 3-20-2003
Valid only at Russellvllle Road loeation
Coupon R,qulred.
Valid onl)' at par1icipa11ng, locmion\. Cu-,tomer
PJ)'s ttll.upplicablc. ,ales lax. Nol ,alid wi1h any
buy one get one fri..-e ofler. One coupon per order.
Minimum deh"cry order of $5 or more.

~

r...,_PIM.....,.......,,JU._,111:z,l

Mm1mum del11,cry order of $S

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(10:30 a.m. _ 4 p.m.)

Dorms, Academic Bldgs &
Maintenance Buildings
10" 1 Topping

$11.99

$4.99

Offer expires 3-13-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location
Corry out only

Yard Offer expires 3-13-2003
, only at Russellville Road location

.

Coupon Required.
Vahd only at panicipaling loc:111on'-. Cu!>IOmer
pay'- a.11.applicahle ,ale, '"'· NOi valid wnh any ~
buy one gft one frt--e uftcr. One coupon pc.r ordu ~
Minimum deli,cry order of $5 or more.
·

________
..
Km

---L~~-s~w---·

14'' Speciality
Pizza

I

Offer expires 3-20-2003
Valid only at Rus...,llvllle Road location

I
I
Offer expires 3-20-200J
I
Valid only at Russellville Road location
I
I
I
. .
Coupon Required.
I Valid only a~ participating locations, Cu,tomer
I pay~ a.II applicable. sales"'· No1 valid wilh an ~
buy one ~el one free offer. One coupon per ord:r. p'iflA J
,.I ___________
:::~
I

1

II
II

CouPon Rcqul d
Valid only at Panicipatin I re . •
pays all applicable 'al g oca11ons. C"u~tomer
C\la~.Not ·1·
.
•
buy on~ gel one free-)offer.
One va •d wnh any
I.
Mm1murn delivery order /oupon per order.
0
--------SSor n1orc.
=..!t!!..!U!!ll!!!IE!I

----------------------·
·----------------------· ·----------------------~
I.D. is required for all check, debit card, and credit card transactions. We reserve the right to refuse

M

_____________ .,
checks or temporary checks. Please have your I.D. ready at the time of payment. Drivers do not
any out-of-state
All account orders are subject to approval.
carry more than $20.

Not. b
• "We traveled 750 mil
Texas to see them ,, J es from
Anderson
· - erry

Contact=
Diversions editor Molly O'Connor:
features@wkuherald.com
Gen. assignments editor Mai Hoang:
·
herald@wkuherald.com
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Bluegrass
by
Request
L. MASON
Herald reporter

BY KRISTY

T~e _stage of Van Meter
A:ud1tonum was covered with
pieces of white paper.
It wasn't litter.
Just the numerous requests
for classic bluegrass songs.
Fans of The Del McCoury
Band, an award-winning bluegrass group out of Nashville
filled every seat in Van Mete;
Auditorium Tuesday night.
The band's show revolved
around the songs written on
the pieces of paper placed in
front of them on stage.
The band members, who
performed in a semicircle
~round one microphone,
mcluded Del McCoury, guitar
and vocals; McCoury's son
Rob, banjo; other son Ronnie,
mandolin; Mike Bub, bass;
and Jason Carter, fiddle.
Each member would take
turns going to the front and
showing his instrumental
skills.
The band was on stage for
over two hours playing
favorites that included "Count
Me Out," "Body and Soul,"
"Just
Because,"
"Shady
Grove," "Nashville Cats," and
the most requested song,
"1952
Vincent
Black
Lightening."
The band made several
attempts to talk and connect
with the audience by making
witty comments and jokes
about Western and Bowling

Green.
"We're on the top of the
world, right on the Hill," Del
McCoury joked at the beginning of the performance.
Many fans drove from all
parts of the country for the
opportunity to see the band's
first live performance in
Bowling Green.
Jerry and Mel Anderson, a
couple from Duncanville,
Texas, came to Bowling
Green while on their way to
Nashville to see the performance.
"We planned our trip
around this concert," Jerry
Anderson said. "If the concert was next week, then our
trip would have been next
week. We traveled 750 miles
from Texas to see them."
Philpot junior Julie Latham
had a surprise Tuesday afternoon when her brother Josh
and his friend Lee Mills
showed up at her dorm.
Josh Latham and Mills,
both seniors at the University
of Kentucky, traveled to
Bowling Green to talk Julie
Latham into going to the concert.
"I knew I couldn't pass it
up because Del McCoury is
legendary," Josh Latham said.
Mills agreed.
"I've heard they were a
really good band, so I drove
three hours to get here," he
said. "I know I won't be let
down."
Seth Sprouse of Bowling

(

Brian Leddy/Herald
The Del McCoury Band performed Tuesday night at Van Meter Auditorium. From the left are Ron McCoury, Jason Carter,
Mike Bub and Del McCoury.

Green has been a fan for three
years and eagerly waited to
see the band perform.
"They've won the international bluegrass award seven
out of 13 times," he said. "If
you compare that to other
music awards in any genre,
that's the equivalent of rock
bands winning awards 80 percent of the time."
Children showed their
eagerness for the music by
running down the aisles of the
auditorium to the front of the
stage to cheer and dance during the concert.
Nine-year-old Ben Brown
of Bowling Green said his
favorite member of The Del
McCoury Band was fiddler

Jason Carter.
"I've been playing the fiddle for seven months and want
to be in a bluegrass band,"
Brown said.
The band did not disappoint those who traveled far
to see them. Throughout the
performance, the audience
nodded to the rhythm of the
music with smiles, cheers and
standing ovations.
"They're awesome," Mills
said. "It takes a lot of talent to
play the instruments and sing
so well."
The band is on the road
208 days out of the year. But
despite the hard work that
comes with the touring and
travel, they enjoy the time

they get to spend with each
"It's great because with
other.
Del you have the legendary
Del McCoury's wife Jean bluegrass style with young
also attends every perform- members surrounding him,"
ance and sells souvenirs, such Bub said. "We have a historias hats, T-shirts, pictures, cal part of music with a foot
CDs, cassettes and bumper of current bluegrass added."
Del McCoury said he's
stickers, during the show.
"After all these years, it's grateful the Lord blessed him
very exciting to watch my with the opportunity to perfamily on stage," McCoury form and do what he loves
most.
said. "You can tell just by
"I'm so thankful that my
watching, they all love what sons took up music," he said.
they're doing. If I didn't go "I never thought we would do
with them, I wouldn't be able this. I'm extremely blessed
to see my husband and my because not many dads these
two sons."
days get to see their sons
Members of the band all every day."
agree that there's a feeling of
family when they share their Reach Kristy Mason at
talents on stage together.
features@wkuhe rald. com.

Nappy concert leads to question about wardrobe
I came.
I saw.
I bought the T-shirt.
How else would I sum up
my Nappy Roots experience
last Friday night?
For my first ever rap concert, I couldn't decide what to
wear.
I draw my rap knowledge
from four albums: "Chronic
2001," "Country Grammar,"
"Nellyville" and Nappy's
own "Watermelon, Chicken
and Gritz." But outside of
those four albums, I have little in the way of hip hop
street credibility.
My problem was a lack of
any real knowledge of how to
dress. For this information, I
turned to rap superstar Nelly.
No, I didn't really talk to
him. I doubt he would even
give me a beat to dance to, let

SUPERPICKS
Hollan Holm
alone fashion advice. I really
just turned on any one of his
music videos or that commercial he did for ESPN where
he wore a lot of sports jerseys
in about 30 seconds.
I figured a backwards
Marshall Faulk jersey and a
St. Louis Rams sock cap
would be the attire of choice
for my evening. Nothing says
"cool" like wearing the

apparel of a football team that
didn't even win half its
games.
I even thought that maybe,
just maybe, I would buy a big
silver letter "H" and put it on
a chain as thick as a fire hose.
But because my mom made
my girlfriend swear to never
let me go near a jewelry vendor while shopping at the
mall, it never happened.
In reality, I didn't even
reach the level of style that a
jersey and sock cap would
bring because I didn't want to
get it dirty. That, and I would
definitely be a poser.
I still had a good time at
the concert... despite wearing
my hooded sweatshirt.
For some reason, 3 million
plus people - I have the
crowd estimation skills of a
legally blind AARP member

Western's
Hit Radio

- and body heat just didn't
go together in my logic in
choosing a sweatshirt.
I felt bad, but probably not
as bad as rapper Haystack
who weighs as much as my
Civic. That's a gross overestimation do to my equaJ1y
ma thematically-challenged
weight approximation skills.
(If I worked at Six Flags
during the summer, I would
run the whole corporation out
of business. My Guess-YourWeight speculations would
vary arbitrarily between
"Shamu" and "22 rounded
toothpicks." There would be a
national shortage of glow
sticks and inflatable crayons
that rip after kids waJ1op their
parents with them.)
Watching Haystack perform and the crowds of adoring fans bumping at his feet, I

wondered, at what age does ly off beat hand waves? How
being overweight become smooth is the rapper who
cool?
inspires college-aged girls to
It couldn't be anytime wave their arms in a rigidlybefore middle school, when I outstretched Nazi party fashtook swimming lessons the ion?
same summer Anheuser
Probably smoother than
Busch tragically debuted its me.
sumo wrestler high diving
advertisement.
Pick 0' the Week
For me - during those
♦Time for a word problem.
two weeks of swimming lesWhat
does an 18-and-up
son hell - being overweight
dance
floor
plus a fistful of
was far from being hip. More
plastic Mardi Gras beads mullike a psychological pain in
tiplied by a $10 all-you-canthe mound of flesh behind my drink special equal? The
hips.
Tropics on Saturday night.
I guess I shouldn't be too
worried.
Didn't one of Hollan
How cool can a large rap- Holm's pledges die? Well, yes,
per who is adored by the fans but he was very old. And I'm
in Diddle be, one of whom sure that once we get the
was a 30-year-old man who autopsy report back, we'll
danced with rhythmless find hollanholm@hotmail.com
chicken wing flaps and equal- died of natural causes.

~
Seductress
4-in-1-product
Level 5
Lotion
$36.00

Lotion
$33.50

~

Swedish Beauty
Satire
tingle 25 with
Bronzing Coolant
lotion
$42.00
Chocolate Silk
Bronzer lotion with
a lot of moisturizer
$32.00
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Lots ofEaster items Including baskets and anything
else you want!

30% offwithgroupsof8ormore.
Paint y0ur own or customization available.
"Paint your own pottery studio"
Mon-Thurs 12-8 • Fri-Sat 10-10 • Sun 1-6
943 E. 11th Street • 842-1800

oO

How should I spend
my plasma money?

We only provide the money when you donate.
There are decisions YOU just have to make.

Bowling Green Biologicals
410 Old Morgantown Rd. 793-0425

"Good Money for a Good Deed"
New/Return Donors - $90 in first 4 donations.

Audience receptive to professor's music
BY ZACK SPARKS

Herald reporter
Michael Kallstrom, a professor of music at Western, performed some of his own works in
a recital in the fine arts center on
Tuesday.
·
Bowling Green senior Jason
Ausbrooks attended the concert
to support Kallstrom, his former
teacher.
"I really liked how he incorporated elements of classical music
with electronics," Ausbrooks
said.
The evening began with a
piece titled "Crystallomancy."
The work, composed in 1988,
featured a video made by
Kallstrom's brother that tied in
with the theme of the piece.
The video had visuals made
from, as Kallstrom said to the
crowd before starting the piece,
"a fish aquarium ... and does anyone remember a Commodore 64
computer?"

Characterized by electronic
effects and melodies that danced
around Kallstrom 's rich bass
voice, the piece was wellreceived by the crowd.
Next in the performance were
excerpts from what is to be
Kallstrom's fifth entry into his
"Electric Opera" series "Tell Me
Your Name."
Kallstrom said the motivations
for many of the songs in "Tell Mc
Your Name" were drawn from
many cultures' stories about the
creation and the end of the world.
Following a brief intermission, Kallstrom, with the accompaniment of Heidi Pintner on
flute and Donald Speer on piano,
petformed "Souls and Sounds,'' a
piece that was commissioned by
the Music Teacher's National
Association and the Kentucky
Music Teacher's Association.
The crowd was very receptive
of Kallstrom's works.
Bowling Green sophomore
Corey Bryson said he enjoyed the

Wiqan Ang/Herald
ProfessorHeidi Pintner, flute; professor Donald Speer,
piano; and professor Michael Kallstrom, bass vocalist; perform to an audience of 40 at Kallstrom's faculty recital.
show and found Kallstrom 's
influences interesting.
"He always enjoys old tonality, but he's still a very progressive
artist," Bryson said.
Elizabethtown
sophomore
Tom Wimsatt said he enjoyed

"Crystallomancy."
"It was like a cross between a
symphony and 'A Clockwork
Orange,'" he said.

Reach 'Zack Sparks at
features@wkuheral.d.com.
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Wind Ensemble to ·
begio tour next week

FOR ADVERTJSING RATES CALL

745.2653

Western 's Wind Ensemble
will perform a series of school
performances in middle Tennessee and northern Alabama on
March 13 and 14.
The group begins its tour in
Tennessee with stops at John
Overton High School in
Nashville and Oakland High
School in Murfreesboro on
March 13. They will then perform in a concert at First Baptist
Church in Huntsville, Ala.
On March 14, the group will
perform at Hendersonville High
School and Beech High School,
both in Hendersonville, Tenn.
The performances will feature
two faculty members, Heidi
Pinter on flute and John Cipolla
on clarinet.
Bremen junior Brandon
Jones, who recently finished second in the world at the
International Tuba and Euphonium Conference, will be featured as a special artist.

- Mai Hoang

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
10 Visits $20

(regular beds only)

316 OLD MORGANTOWN ROAD
ACROSS RAILROAD TRACKS
FROM WESTERN

• 781-4826 •

Gr~at location.
Close to campus.
Over railroad
tracks.

8 REGULAR BEDS
2 SUPER BEDS

Walk Ins Welcome!
New Extended Hours:

10°/o

MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30 - 9:00
SATURDAY 9:00 - 5:00
SUNDAY 1:00 - 6:00

all bottled lotion
I,
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► Sperts Brief
Lady Tops honored
It's be
en a long season for
Lady Topper basketball
But b~fore the final push for
a championship begins some
Sun Belt Conference ~wards
were passed out.
Lady Topper coach Mary
Taylor Cowles was honored as
Coach of the Year while Shala
Reese, a 6-1 senior from
Easton, Texas, was named
Player of the Year. She and
teammate junior guard Leslie
Logsdon were also named to
~e All-Conference team.
Tiffany Porter-Talbert, a freshman from Manhattan Beach

'

Calif., was named Freshman of
the. ~ear. Senior team captain
Knstma Covington was named
honorable mention on the allconference team.
Reese became the first Lady
Topper to win the Player of the
Year award since Lillie Mason
in 1986.
Cowles guided her nineplayer squad to a 19-8 regularseason record and a Sun Belt
East Division Championship.
Western finished the conference season 12-2, the best mark
in the league. After starting the
season 5-7, Cowles was able to
regroup her troops. The Lady

a<lvcrtiscmen1

Toppers have won 14 of their
la&t 15 games and enter the Sun
Belt Tournament on an l 1-game
winning streak.
This marks the first time
since 199 l that a Lady Topper
coach took the league's top
honor. Paul Sanderford won his
second Coach of the Year award
in 1991 after also taking the
honor in l 986.
Reese, who was the Sun Belt
Newcomer of the Year for
2002, has compiled 14 doubledoubles so far this season. She
also ranks second in the league
in both scoring ( 16.4 ppg) and
rebounding (9 rpg). Her .575

field goal percentage this season leads the Sun Belt, and her
.581 career field goal percentage is on pace to shatter the
WKU record.
Reese's season came to a
pinnacle in the middle of
January when she became only
the second Lady Topper in history to record back-to-back 30point games in wins over
Denver and North Texas.
The Lady Toppers open play
in the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament at I :30 Saturday at
Diddle Arena.
-J. Michael Moore

Your Family's Health:

Attention Graduating Students
Did you know that you can reduce
the Interest rate on your student
loans and save thousands of
dollars by consolidating your
student loans after graduation?
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Does it Matter When You Choose to
Consolidate?
Yes. If you are about to graduate

(or have recently graduated) timing is
critical to maximizing the amount that
you can save with consolidation. If
The Higher Education Act you wait too long to apply for
established by Congress, allows an; consolidation, you might miss out on
graduate (or parent with PLUS loans) the opportunity to reduce the interest
to consolidate their student loans by rate on all your loans by 0.60%.
combining all their eligible student
loans into a single loan issued by a What Does it Cost to Consolidate?
new lender. Graduates who do this
There are no fees or credit checks,
immediately after graduation (while nor is there any penally for early
they are still in their non-repayment repayment of your consol idation loan.
period) are able to reduce the interest Note however, that you can only
rate on all their eligible loans by consolidate once and consolidation can
0.60% - potentially saving themselves affect
certain
deferment
and
thousands of dollars.
cancellation benefits associated with
loans.
There are several other benefits
associated with Student Loan Are you about to Graduate?
Consolidation and these include:
Act now by registering with the
• The ability to reduce your monthly Student Loan Consolidation Program
interest repayments by up to 54% by (SLCP). It is free and involves no
extending your repayment period. obligation. SLCP will simply provide
This may help you in matching your you with information on what
income level to your repayment consolidation is all about and contact
obligations.
you after graduation to remind you of
• Fixing the interest rate on your the opportunity to reduce your interest
loans to take advantage of the rate by consolidating early.
historically low interest rates that are
For more information, call a loan
currently available for the life of your
loans. Your existing loans are variable counselor at 1-866-311-8076 or click on
and could rise over time as interest our ad at www.wkuherald.com to see if
you qualify for these savings.
rates rise. Consolidation can ensure
that this doesn't happen.
• Dealing with only one monthly
loan repayment from one lender can
While visiting the paper online, be
sure and sign up for the email edition.
make your life easier.
• Save even more on your It's the best way to stay informed
repayments by taking advantage of beyond graduation, and it's free.
'borrower benefits' that can reduce
«
your interest rate by up to an
STUDENT LOAN CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM
additional 1.25% by making electronic
and on-time repayments.
www .slcp.com

One Doctor's Specialty.
Introducing Dr. Tim Long, your whole family's family doctor,
originally from Scottsville, Kentucky, and a graduate of
Allen County-Scottsville High School. Dr. Long received his
Bachelors degree from Western Kentucky University and
his M.D. from the University of Louisville School of Medicine.
Dr. Long provides hospital care at both The Medical Center and
Greenview Regional Hospital.

Nathaniel Corn!ljerald
Junior second baseman Matt Johnston sends Dayton pitcher Drew Chesbro's pitch up the middle, bringing in sophomore outfielder Rafael Vallejo, Tuesday.

SWING: Tops workin'

out
kinks before league play

swinging."
His .344 batting average
ranks third on the team.
The Toppers put the game
away with another two out
surge in the eighth inning. A
Vallejo double down the right
field line scored Travis Brown.
Western rounded out the scoring with Johnston stroking a
ground-rule double to right,
bringing Vallejo home.
"We were outstanding on
defense and got some clutch
hitting," Murrie said. "Again,
the more we play, the more we
will find out some things we
need to work on as a team."
Murrie hopes his Toppers
will work out any remaining
kinks in the machine before
Northern Iowa comes calling
this weekend. The Panthers of

Private Family Practice

BY AMBER NORTH

121 2 Ashley Circle, Suite 5

Herald reporter

Ford Plaza • Bowling Green, Kentucky

270.746.5455

Although they didn't come
out on top, they didn ' t come
out as losers, either.
The men 's track team
placed third in the Sun Belt

WKU Student Discount
Are you tired of hamburgers? Come in and try ...

A Taste of Europe
Greek and American food

• Grilled Chicken Salad
• Authentic Gyros Plate
• Mixed Gyros Plate
· • Chicken Gyros Plate
• Chicken Fajlta Plate
• Gyros Sandwich
• Chicken Gyros
• Western Gyros
• - - • • Say Cheese Steak or Chicken
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All for one
low price!
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Men place third, women
fourth in championships

Dr. Tim Long

;-···············

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com.

lmifil :-1~,

• Now taking appointments for new patients
• Office hours are Monday - Friday, 9 am - S pm
• All ages accepted--infancy to geriatrics

*•

the Missouri Valley Conference
will pay a visit to Denes Field
for a three-game series starting
at 3 p.m. Friday.
Third-year Northern Iowa
coach Rick Heller has had a
rough time replacing the 16 lost
lettermen from last season's 3025- l team. After dropping their
first six games, the Panthers
received a boost by defeating
No. 22 ranked Texas Tech 10-9
Sunday in Lubbock.
Western's unexpected hot
start has begun to attract
national attention. Tuesday, the
Toppers entered the Sports
Weekly/ESPN Coaches poll
ranked 43rd, one spot ahead of
rival Louisville.

OFF

Indoor Championships last
weekend while the women
finished fourth.
Both Middle Tennessee
teams took home the crowns
for the third consecutive year.
The MTSU men dominated
the meet as they collected 157
total points; Western earned
66 points.
On the women's side,
Western gathered 95 points,
fini shing close behind second-place North Texas (99)
and third-place Florida International (98).
The distance trio of senior
Olga Cronin, sophomore
Bonita Paul and sophomore
Cara Nichols swept all-conference honors in the 3,000meter run , placing first, second and third, respectively.
In the mile run , Nichols
took first and Paul placed second.
Cronin set a conference
championship record in the
5,000-meter run, winning
with a time of 17 minutes,
02.52 seconds . Paul, once
again, placed second.
Cronin's perfect performance was highlighted when
she came from behind in the
last leg of the distance medley relay to help win it for
Western.
Other runners on the distance medley team were
sophomore Rachel Sanford,
freshman Shanea Wilson and
sophomore Cheyenne Carmack.
Paul was the top pointscorer of the meet with her
three second-place finishes,
totaling 24 points.
For the 16th time, the Sun
Belt
Conference
named
Curtiss Long women's Coach
of the Year.
The men's throwers led the
way for Western, scoring 37
of its 66 points.
Sophomore Raigo Toompu
placed second in both the
weight throw and shotput,
earning himself an all-conference bid .
Junior Ryan Thomas was
third in the weight throw and
achieved his second all-conference accolade for the second year.
The Hilltopper t~ams will
be idle for two weeks to prepare for their first outdoor meet
on March 20 at the Alabama
Relays in Tuscaloosa .

(WITH WESTERN ID)
MON- FRI

FAIRVIEW PLAZA

9:30-5:30

781-6831

SAT

10-5

Reach Amber North
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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► Sports Briefs
Sun Belt honors four
men's basketball players
Western ·s men ·s basketball
team had three individuals
receive All-Sun Belt Con
ference recognition with the
release of the league ·s annual
award winners yesterday.
Sophomore point guard Patrick Sparks was selected firstteam all-conference. senior for
ward David Boyden was voted
second-team all-conference and
junior guard Mike Wells earned

third-team all-conference honors in addition to being named
the Sun Belt Defensive Player
of the Year. Guard Anthony
Winchester
was
chosen
Freshman of the Year.
A two-time Player of the
Week this season, Sparks leads
the Hilltoppers and stands
among league leaders in scoring
( 13.3 ppg), assists ( 168), threepoint field goals (72) and steals
(60).
Boyden ranks among the
leaders in the league in scoring

(12.7 ppg), rebounding (5.3 rpg)
and field-goal J)l!rcentage (48.1
percent), while adding career
highs with 43 assists and 21
steals.
Wells is the first guard ever to
win the conference's Defensive
Player of the Year honor since the
inception of the award in 1997,
while it's the third time in four
years that a Topper has claimed
the accolade. He leads all guards
in the nation and ranks third in
the Sun Belt with 43 blocks,
adding a career best 31 steals.

He was the first SBC Player of
the Weck this season.
Winchester is the second
Western 111dividual to claim
Freshman of the Year honors. He
ranks first or second in the league
among all freshmen in scoring
(6.1 ppg), rebounding (3.5 rpg)
and assists (41) and is shooting
49.6 percent from the field, 44.1
percent from the three-point
range and 79 .2 percent at the
free-throw line.

-Kyle Hightower

GREAT

. Junior pi~cher Allison
Softball splits twinbll-1- fourth
s· Iver took a line dnve off the leg,
with UT-Martin
a~d it was all down hill from there
The Weste rn softball team
split a doubleheader today at the
WKU Softball Field , winning
their home opener 2- 1 over
Tennessee-Martin in 8 innings,
before falling 5-4 in the sec.ond
install ment. The Hilltoppers
return to action this weekend
when they host WKU's Big Red
Blast (March 8-9), the first of two
tournaments Western w ill host
this season.
Western 2, Tennesee-Martin 1
(8 innings)
Junior Samantha Hansen
came up with her second gamewinning hit of the short season,
singling in the bottom of the
eighth innning to drive in pinch
runner Rebecca Minnis and give
the Hilltoppers a 2-1 win.
Tennessee-Martin 5, Western
4
The Hilltoppers led 2-0
through the first three innings, but
the wheels fell off in the top of the

for Western. The Skyhawks
tacked on two runs ~ _the third
and fourth innings, givmg the?1
enough to edge past WeS tern 111
the second game, 5-3. Floy_d tried
to rally the Hilltoppers with her
fourth home run of the season, a
solo shot in the bottom of ~ e
fifth , but a comeback was not 111
the cards.
Toe Toppers took an early 1-0
lead in the first inning when ~ey
Garcia scored on a bun~ smgle
from senior Kristalyn Srruth. The
Skyhawks evened things up in the
top of the fourth, using three
hits to plate two runs. KriS tm
Runyan put UTM on the bo~d
with an RBI double, sconng
Nicole Davis. Angela Baize
scored on the next play to tie the
game at 2-all.
Floyd led Western with two
hits and two RBIs.

?~

- Kyle Hightower

Ooos: Coach takes risk
despite runner's history
CONTI UED ~RU fRONT PAGE

SHOWTIMES

season," Nichols said. "My times
were awful, I wasn't running
well, and I had to drop out of a lot
of races. It was my last year, so
that made it harder, too."
This harsh blow made Nichols
believe that she would never be
able to run again.
But she didn't want to stop
fighting. She still had a 1 percent
chance the doctor was wrong.
Through dark clouds of doubt, a
beacon of hope shone.
She changed family doctors
and had more tests done. On her
18th birthday, she received the
greatest gift imaginable: doctors
informed her that she didn't have
lupus after all.
Doctors gave her the OK to
run again, and Nichols began
training for the outdoor track season. She placed second in state in
the miJe run and third in the 800.
Despite her remarkable recovery, college coaches still didn' t
want to take the risk of giving
Nichols a scholarship.
Except for one coach.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7TH THURSDAY, MARCH 13TH

Rebirth of a fighter
Western head coach Curtiss
Long overlooked Nichols' history
and gave her a scholarship in
2001.
"The thing that impressed me
most was her willingness to compete," he said. "She is combined
with superior athletic ability with

a 'down-home' personality."
Nichols said her freshman season was primarily a learning
experience. She observed distance teammates Olga Cronin and
Bonita Paul.
Leaming from them has done
Nichols well.
Just watching her run, no one
would ever guess that she has
jumped over so many hurdles to
get to the point where she is now.
Nichols takes precautions to
avoid having another traumatic
experience.
"I still have to be more careful
about sicknesses and get more
rest than most people do," she
said.
Long isn't concerned about
just her performance, though. He
enjoys having her on the team.
"Her spirit and enthusiasm
would be worthwhile if she'd be
able to run or not," Long said.
Nichols doesn't have any
regrets, either.
"Had 1 not gotten sick and
gone to a bigger school, I might
have ended up getting burnt out
with the sport and have a lot of
pressure put on me without any
family around," she said. "I
would've ended up quitting.
Western was, by far, the best
choice for me."
And she didn't need a second
opinion for that.

Reach Amber North at
sports@wkuherald.com.

BAR&

GRILL
1265 College Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
796-4001

SUNDAY
If you haven't seen a "Baker Boys Sunday"
lately, then you haven't been seen!

s5 ALL YOU CARE TO DRINK WELLS, DRAFT Er WINE
(8 p.m. - 12 a.m.)

The New Place In Bowling GreenTo Be Seen!
Have You Been Seen Lately?
Lately we've see~ Ira From, Trick Pony, Charlie Long - Gilley's
World Famous Bull Guy, JP - Hooter's Miss August Calendar Girl
& Richard Bybee - Drummer for "Crazy Train."

Entertain~ent Starts Nightly at 9 p.m.
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BOUNDS: Dynamic duo must

make sure Taggart stays nearby
off into the sunset, I wonder if
immediate 2-3 year future there is enough still here to
because the offers will come.
Just like Western had to do keep Taggart in the Western
what Selig and Ransdell crib.
I guess in the meantime,
thought was best for the program, they can't expect defense will reign again in
Hilltopper counTaggart not to do
try.
the same for himHe loves
And I guess
self.
with Taggart here
He loves Wesfor now, the option
tern, sure. But he
But
he
also
will always have a
also would love to
home.
be a head coach.
would love
Defense and opNot to mention
tions.
the fact that a huge
That is what the
reason Taggart has
Western dynamic
coached at Western
duo must play to
this long is now
departed. His and Harbaugh's keep a dynamic, passed over
relationship went well beyond coach from weighing his.
player-coach and head coachKyle Hightower is a sports
assistant coach.
To Harbaugh, Willie was columnist and sports editor
like a son. Now that Dad has for the Herald. Reach him at
snapped, crackled and popped htowa@hotmail.com.

COKT•NUED FROM BACK PAGE

STRANGER THINGS
t-lAVE SOLD

faith and given the Hilltopper
football legend the shot of his
sub-30-year-old life.
Can you imagine? Holy red
towels, Batman!!!
Taggart's youth, charisma and
likable personality would entice
players from across the map and
might even tip a few players lost
in the in-state border wars toward
the Hill.
He's got a lot to learn, and
maybe he can learn it from Elson,
but he's had a pretty darn good
teacher in Harbaugh since joining
the staff in 1998. And now that
Elson - just 31 - is the head
guy, it could be awhile before
Western has one of these hiring
searches.
Taggart has gotten head
coaching offers in the past, and
I wonder what is going to happen when they come in the

Western, sure.
to

be a head

coach.

If you can't skip your classes to be in Diddle Arena for all of the
Sun Belt Conference Tournament games, check out www.wkuherald.com.

SPRING BREAK

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

One bdrm cottage @ 1114
Chestnut. Central heat & air ,
W/D hook-up $375. One bdrm
710 Cabell $350 781-8307.

SPRING BREAK! Panama
City Beach Boardwalk Beach
Resort $199 Includes 7 nights
Hotel, 6 Free Parties! 24
Hours Free Drinks! Cancun &
Jamaica! From $459
www. spri ngbreaktravel .com
1.800.678.6386

$800 weekly
guaranteed stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed stamped envelope
to: Oakdale Enterprises 1151
North State St. Suite 231
Chicago 60610.

Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings, part-time. Not sales.
Can fit your schedule.
Call (626)294-3215.

SCOOT ON OVER
TO THE GABLES

Wanted: 2-5 artistic students
to help redecorate 76 Model
house. Call (270) 781-4828.

Lifeguards wanted in
North Myrtle Beach.
No experience. Apply
www.nsbslifeguards.com

...............

RESERVE YOUR SPOT AT THE GABLES
AND ENTER TO WIN A 2002 SUN DI RO
HOLIDAY GAS POWERED

...............

...............

ONE CHECK PAYS IT
ALL!! All utilities included &
only minutes to campus. New
carpet, on-site laundry, lot of
space & big rooms.
Pre-lense today. I BDRM
$479: 2 BDRM $569.
Call now 781-5471.

...............

Close to WKU2 bdrm house $400 + deposit
& utiltties.796-7949

•••••••••••••••
Recently remodeled 2 & 3
bdrm apt., central heat/ air,
washer/ dryer hookup,
dishwasher $425/ $450/1110.
1304 Kentucky St.
782-8882

··•············
3 bdrm, bath.
I

Dishwasher, ample parking,
gas heat, central air, near
WKU, deposit required
$495/mo. + utilities.
782-1340

··•·••••······•
Rooms for rent.
6 miles from B.G.,
secluded 6000 sq. ft. log
home. 2 bathrooms. share
kitchen. Call 842-2631.

·······•····•··

2 bdrm available for summer
sub-lease at Western Place.
Furnished with owner's furniture with a refundable deposit.
$300 per month. Call for more
details. 843 0345

···············
Rt X)MMATE

WANTEl)

···········•···

Roommate wanted for sublease at Western Place.
First month free, no pets.
Call Renee 792-2770

··········•····

Wanted: 2 female roommates
to share 3 bdrm. Mu5t be
trustworthy, honest, neat &_
clean. $275/mo. $200 deposit.
Utilities included 791·5596 ·

····•··········

·
ediateRoommatc needed 1111 m
·c
sub
lease
.
Iy for Western Pl ac ,
til August $320 all incJustVe.
Please call 746-9312 ·

••••••••••

SrRINCi BREAK
•••••••••••••
SPRING BREAK Cancun,
Panama City, Day wna&
.
South Beach. Hee parties
• 1. , l'csl hotcls& d nn"s. 1 ·
lowest prices!
www.hreakcrstravcl.com
(800) 575-2026

•••••••••••••••

...............

...............

...............

...............

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida! Sest Parties, Best
Hotels, Best Prices! Space is
limited! Hurry up & Book
Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

...............

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

...............
...............

SCOOTER

STRANQER Tl llNC,S

IIAVE SOLD

Get paid for your opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.surveydollars.com

...............

...............

Bartender trainees needed .
$250/day potential.
Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279 5 Days, Includes I0
Free Meals, Free Parties &
Drink Specials! Incl. Port,
Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

...............

122 ClARRETT
CONfbRl•.NCi' CENTER

THE GABLES APARTMENTS

!•OR INl,ORMATlON

1909 CREASON ST.

( .";ALL 7 45 ~1<',')

~

(OFF UNIVERSITY BLVD.)

Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs• Student Groups

...............

846-1000

Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's # I Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips,
earn cash, Travel Free.
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

www.

...............

wkuherald

.com

OFFER ENDS SOON. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

A SUMMER JOB AT KY 4-H CAMPS:
Positions are available as Camp Manager, EMT, cooks, lifeguards, instructors for swimming,
canoeing, nature, recreation, arts & crafts, rifle, archery & low and high ropes elements.
Salaries range from $1000 to $1200/mo. plus free room and board. Visit our booth at the
Spring Job Fair on Wednesday, March 12th from I to 5
or call 859-257-5961 for an application.

i··································································································································~

,SOUTJIPADBEISLAND•
, PANAMA CITY BEACH •
, STEAMBOAT •
, BBECKENBIDGE •
, DAYTONA BEACH •VAIL •

www.sunchase.com
- MPP•mfWIASI

I

Mancino's Grinders & Pizza

:

in Bowling Green is growing & has openings for the following positions:

'
\

General Manager (/111/-time) • Night Manager (/111/-time)
Part-time Manager

:

\ Previous experience in restaurant management is necessary. These positions
\ may include but are not limited to: day-to-day operations, employee/ customer
I relations, scheduling, inventory management, pay roll & banking functions.
j
Mancino\ offers competitive salary & future benefits may include:
[
free meals, health insurance, paid vacation, quai1erly bonus program
j
& opportunities for advancement. Please send resumes to:
\

HELP WANTED

·•··•···•·•·•·•

Accounting, Finance, or
Business Major, PT office
position available. Accounts
Payable, Journal_ Entri~s &
Data Entry. Wtll Train.
Computer experience necessary. Very flexible hours.
Internships available. Great
office environment, close to
campus. Compensation based
on ability. Fax resume to
(270) 796-9230.

~-~
,,'::;,":,~

Mancino's 2731 Pioneer Dr.
Bowli11g Gree11, KY 42101.

••••••··•······l

:

:
'

Summer Positions

in just 1-2 weeks

\
\

$275

j
i

Includes- initial whitening exam
custon fit bleach trays
bleach material

i

Strong • Fast • Safe • Effective

l
j

!j

j
i
No calls please.
i
:..................................................................................................................................:

Appointment or Walk-in Service
Call for details

(270) 237-4747
Cosmetic and Adult Dentistry
Financing Available
Just 22 minutes from Bowling Green

Scottsville Dental Center
Frank L. Duncan, D.D.S.
106 Public Square
Scottsville, KY 42164

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
Jobs!
All positions, all shifts
•••
•
Firehouse Pizza, Inc.
••
781-3246
'---------------------......1·
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FR'££,__,

···············

Part-time positions
in spring. full time in
summer. Flexible hours,
competitive wag_es, fun
environment. B1ology/
. ·ti·y or pool experience
Chemts
helpful. Apply in pe~son
Tues. or Fnday
on Mon ·•
between 9a.m.· 4 p.m. at
Aqualand Pools.
I 260 Campbell
Lane, 8.G., KY.

I

Classifieds:
$5.50 first 15 words
$.25 each additional word

Tuesa.
c:lJts & F .
r1days@

• I

Contact:
Notable
• Sophomore Cara Nichols has
received both All-Sun Belt
Conference honors in cross country and Sun Performer of the
Week honors in indoor track.

Sports editor Kyle Hightower:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Price Chambers:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Column

Elson good choice,
so was Taggart
OUT OF BOUNDS

Kyle Hightower

Wiqan Ang/Herald

Bowling Green sophomore Cara Nichols goes through her workout at Smith Stadium during practice. "She is a great running partner," teammate Olga Cronin said. "She is delicate, focused and hardworking."

AGAINST the ODDS
Once thought to be a future Olympian, sophomore track prodigy Cara Nichols has survived a
series of illnesses and is overcoming the odds as a member of Western's track program.
BY AMBER NORTH

Herald reporter
Many people have beard the
story before.
Athletes overcome certain
obstacles, whether it be poverty
or severe illness , and then
become an inspiration to people
all over the world, all by following the philosophy of never
giving up.
Cara Jane Nichols never
gave up.
Nichols has been a household name this year in Western
cross country and track, having
a standout season in both
sports.
She received All-Sun Belt
honors in cross country. In
track, she was selected Sun Belt
Performer of the Week in
February, and she gave a
record-breaking performance in
the 800-meter run at the Indiana
Invitational.
But it was a long process to
get her to where she is now.
Nichols got her athletic start
playing baseball, basketball and
soccer. But one sport, for some
odd reason, stood out: track.
"I just came home from
school one day (in the third
grade) and told my brother
(Chris) that I had to run the mile
in class, and I told him my time
and that I had won," Nichols
said. "He then told me that I
should try out for cross country."
That's when her passion for
running began.
As a fourth grader in
Elizabethtown, Nichols' running ability was noticed, earning her way to compete on the
high school level that same
year.
Nichols emerged as a cross

tive. But in April, they tested
her again and discovered that
she did, indeed, have the disease and was just recovering
from it.
After the season, she took
some time off and trained in the
summer to get back into shape.
But mono had weakened her
immune system so badly that,
as a junior, she could barely
compete all cross country season.
"I was trying to race, and I
wasn't really getting any better," Nichols said. "I felt like I
was drained all the time."
This "feeling" resulted in
another diagnosis: a deficiency
Henrik Edsenius/Herald in the red blood cells and a lack
Nichols prays with friends as they wrap up a Bible study
of iron, also known as anemia.
session in Northeast Hall Monday night.
Nichols decided to take a
season off in track and focus on
country and track performer out was running on top of the track healing.
of pure love for running, with- world.
But just when Nichols thought
Until a thunderbolt of mis- her health couldn't get any worse,
out the help of any sort of spefortune came into her life.
cial training.
it did.
"I basically started to run ...
In her senior year, BGHS head
Tough
times
because I really liked to run,
coach Ron Skillern
Nichols would
especially when you're that
wanted to check to
young and you're around all go on to win another
see if she was 100
these high schoolers," she said. state title in cross
percent ready to
It was her freshman season country her sophocompete again, so he
at Bowling Green High School more year, but when
took her to an
that led to her stardom as one of track season came getting any bet- immune disease spethe state's toughest, and best, along in February,
cialist to get her
she began to experirunners.
examined.
mysterious
She won state in both cross ence
Once
again,
symptoms
in her
country and the two-mile in
Nichols got bad
track. Her early achievements body.
news: the doctor was
One race she'd
only meant that she was bound
- Cara Nichols 99 percent sure that
perform well, but
to get better.
Bo\\1ing Green sopbo1oore she had contracted
"I wanted to keep winning in the next race,
lupus, a skin disease.
state, and I thought that each she could hardly finish. No one
Skillern would only run her
year I'd get better and win state knew what was wrong.
twice a week, but Nichols was
Doctors suspected that she still hopeful, attempting to run
all four years," Nichols said.
"Getting some state records was had mononucleosis, a disease races, but to no avail.
basically my goal after my that causes fever and swelling
"My senior year was realof the lymph glands, and tested ly bard for the cross-country
freshman year."
That goal wasn't too far- her.
SEE ODDS PU£ 1OA
fetched either, because Nichols
The first results were nega-

"I was trying to
race, and I

wasn't really

ter ... I felt like
I was drained
all the time."

While Gotham was stewing over whether or not Jack
Harbaugh actually left on his
own terms, Western's dynamic duo was answering the bat
signal in finding his successor.
Athletic director Wood
Selig and President Gary
Ransdell moved with swiftness and deliberate intent over
the weekend in nailing down
the heir to the throne of
Hilltopper football.
And to be quite frank about
it, the Boy Wonder (Selig) and
Caped Crusader (Ransdell)
didn't do half bad- if they
throw some BAMS, POPS and
CRASHES in along the way.
The hiring of David Elson
accomplished two big things
for the Western family.
First, it gave the returning
Western football players a
familiar face and somebody
they know and trust when

spring practice opens in about
a month.
Check.
Second, and perhaps more
importantly, Elson 's hiring
appears to have secured the
services of Willie Taggart,
who has served as co-offensive coordinator for two
straight seasons, for the
immediate future.
Check - I think.
Because while the duo gets
kudos for apparently creating
an atmosphere that Taggart
wants to stay in, they should
make no mistake about it Taggart is a hot commodity.
Elson said yesterday that
Harbaugh 's staff from a year
ago should return mostly
intact.
Taggart was the sentimental favorite to replace
Harbaugh for many fans,
players and Topper enthusiasts. But at 27, his age and
experience had to work
against him.
Selig said age wasn' t a
consideration and went as far
as calling Taggart a "candidate."
Still, I wonder what might
have been had Selig and
Ransdell taken that leap of
SEE BOUNDS PAGE
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Baseball

Toppers blank
Dayton at home
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
Western may have won the
battle Tuesday, but they lost a
soldier.
The Toppers dispatched
winless Dayton 3-0 in a
defensive battle at Nick Denes
Field, but a freak accident
may have sidelined one of
Westem's young guns.
Freshman third baseman
Matt Ransdell suffered a possible
high-ankle
sprain
between innings. A throw
from center fielder Rafael
Vallejo sailed over his head,
and, leaping for the ball, he
landed on Dayton's third base
coach.
"I heard a loud pop,"
Ransdell said. "I thought, 'Oh
crap, I just hurt my ankle."'
Ransdell, the son of
Western President Gary
Ransdell, had appeared in four
games, tallying one hit in four
plate appearances.
Tuesday's
spring-like
weather turned cold and
windy by the 3 p.m. first
pitch. A stiff wind blowing in
from right field kept the
offense at bay for the majority
of the game.

The Toppers (6-2) and
Flyers (0-4) struggled through
the first five innings, mustering only three combined hits.
Coach Joel Murrie refused
to use the wind as an excuse
for his team's poor hitting.
"I don't think the wind was
a factor, we just had some
poor at-bats and poor pitch
selection," Murrie said. "We
just need to work on some of
the fundamentals and our hitting mechanics."
Western broke the scoreless tie with a mini two-out
rally in the bottom of the
sixth. Vallejo singled to center, then advanced to second
base after picking up his first
stolen base of the season.
Johnston's RBI single to center field brought in Vallejo and
gave the Toppers a 1-0 lead.
"We started off a little
slow, but we got it together
when it mattered," second
basemen Matt Johnston said.
Johnston's RBI single
extended the junior's hit
streak to seven games, but the
leadoff hitter isn't too concerned with the streak.
Johnston plans to "just keep
SEE

Sw1u
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WEEKEND PARTY
Drink pecials All Night!
• NO COVER

Sf QALl
lJ CA
TO RIN

NIGHTI

• $1 Longnecks till 1 0
• $2 Rattlesnake Shots
• $10 Buckets 0' Beer
Come out & Brave

'The C

Bowling Green, KY

Downtown District

1607 31 •W By Pass Bowling Green KY

(270) 783-0088

(270) 842-6005
(,

she

?,

302 Morgantown Road• 270.783.8995

